says in 1980, 'to have the poet try to explain it.' Nevertheless, Ondaatje remains for Solecki a 'slight silver key' to his work, and the book often relies on Ondaatje's criticism to provide points of departure for Solecki's impressively detailed readings of the poems. For me, Solecki's reliance on the poet is a misstep; his pursuit of 'myth' in Ondaatje's early work misfires it's unclear what Ondaatje means and an attempt to uncover an Oedipal struggle akin to Harold Bloom's anxiety of influence remains unconvincing. Still, Solecki hears Ondaatje's lines with tremendous empathy and depth, and is at his best when he guides us through the dulcet violence to spiky caresses of the poems.
The practice of critical guidance is at issue here, as Solecki attends to his own reading practices. In his exegesis of the man with seven toes, Solecki argues that Ondaatje's poems disorient the reader, who 'is compelled to reexamine the nature of his or her relationship to the text and to move more tenatively through it.' The woman in the poems 'moves from one startling and inevitable defamiliarizing event to another.' Folding the literary into the historical creates a troubling euphemism, since Mrs Fraser is not defamiliarized but raped, even if Solecki is merely mimicking Ondaatje's problematic aestheticism; but when this character lapses into 'numbed and passive acceptance,' the reader, so inevitably compelled, is also asked numbly to accept the artful cover-up in Ondaatje's poetry, to convert actual violence into lush 'myth.' Thankfully, Solecki also maps a critical progress, as his dialogue with Ondaatje's poetry develops. The tentative movement he describes as compulsion becomes a more genuine interrogative: 'to be frank,' he comes to admit in the later chapters, he's 'not sure' always what Ondaatje means, and Solecki's style becomes suffused with terms of uncertainty, seeming, and appearance. This isn't a confession of inadequacy, but the admission that readings cannot be compelled, and need to remain open and uncoerced. Ondaatje's later work produces this aesthetic of uncertainty, of query, of the 'longing' his title suggests. Solecki's readings work past 'wrestle' the defamiliarizations of critical formalism a style of reading that often presumes compulsion and mimicry are the only ways readers can respond and gesture towards a more vital indeterminacy, a form of audience offered as 'closer reading': the close listening to the intimate energies of poetry for which Solecki ardently and admirably longs. lay terms to a lay audience. Agnew's own experiences within the feminist movement and her sensitivity to the complexities of feminist discourses eventually led her to the recognition that writing about her feminist politics and consciousness necessitated a discussion of class and race as well. She decided to write about her life experiences in order to demonstrate how integral race, culture, and class are to feminist analysis.
In some ways, this story can be read as a typical bildungsroman. This is the story of a young woman's journey into adulthood; it is also the story of her coming-of-age as a feminist, an anti-racist activist, an academic, a mother, a wife, and a Canadian citizen.
Among the many stories here, the most instructive ones involve Agnew's descriptions of her encounter with the 1970s feminist movement from which she felt excluded as an Indian immigrant. The exclusions she mentions are not the obvious ones of active racism within the movement, but subtle differences of culture and class that present a challenge to 'transcultural' feminisms. Agnew describes the 1970s feminist aesthetic and her reaction to it as follows: 'Alison and her feminist friends were rebelling against societal norms, and had taken to wearing loose-fitting T-shirts and sweaters and old, worn-out jeans. They stopped using makeup, which they regarded as male-imposed ... I felt that simple, inexpensive clothing would not signal my feminism, but rather my status as a poor immigrant.' This is one example among many that Agnew provides of the semiotics of dress, food, and architecture.
The description of her years as a graduate student and later as a struggling academic stuck in the sessional grind at York University are most enlightening. Her experiences as a graduate student at Waterloo University, and later at the University of Toronto, demonstrate how much the academy has changed in terms of its demands on both students and professors. Agnew reflects on the obstacles facing her, as someone with very little writing experience, when she wrote her Ph.D. dissertation; as a graduate student, she was not required to write any essays, since the preferred mode of evaluation was examinations. As well, she describes her professors as having a 'hands off' approach, rarely providing her with written feedback on her work. She also writes about the oddity of studying the history of India from the perspective of her white male professors in Canada, and the role of women in the Indian nationalist movement with a high-profile feminist who, ironically, did little to support Agnew's work because she was too busy promoting her career 'to spend time with students like me. ' As a sessional instructor in the history department at York, Agnew was part of a team teaching unit for a course on the 'Third World.' She describes her struggles with the ideological thrust of this course, and of the faculty members in charge of teaching the course. In light of her detailed account of her feelings of marginalization as a sessional and as a 'non-white' faculty member at York, it would have been interesting to know more about the trajectory of Agnew's career from the sessional track to her now prestigious position as full professor and director of the Centre for Feminist Research.
This book raises valuable questions for consideration, and offers interesting insights on immigration patterns in Toronto over the last three decades. However, this unapologetic story of Canadian 'difference' almost compromises itself with the inclusion of a glossary at the back of the book. Glossaries that provide translations of 'foreign' words have been criticized for perpetuating the illusion that translations are seamless, and that 'third world' cultures can be packaged for the easy consumption of the West. These are assumptions that Agnew challenges throughout her text, so perhaps this was an editorial decision over which she had no control, but it is still worth questioning as it detracts from Agnew's useful critique of Canadian society as white and bicultural. (NIMA NAGHIBI) Gillian Fenwick. Understanding Tim Parks University of South Carolina Press. xii, 180. US $34.95 In this useful contribution to USC's series of introductions to modern British writers, Gillian Fenwick seeks to persuade us that Tim Parks (1954-) is one of Britain's most notable novelists and 'men of letters' (translator, reviewer, writer of two [now three] widely read books on living in Italy) and of particular interest for being formally and thematically a 'European' writer (Ollier and Butor come to mind; Parks himself and several of his critics cite Beckett and Thomas Bernhard). Parks is not just an English artist-expatriate; he has become Italo-European while remaining English, sharing with several of his protagonists his own situation as the English head of an Italian family.
Fenwick perhaps overstates the variety as well as the comedy of his work. Reading Parks, we spend a lot of time stuck in or near the consciousness of loathsome, unreliable, middle-aged, ethically challenged expatriate Englishmen (see especially Europa and Destiny), not unlike some of Martin Amis's protagonists (here Fenwick oddly cites Amis père). She praises Parks's consciously exact, almost invisible style, even though it makes otherwise somewhat (Martin) Amis-like stories slow going without the (young) master's richly flamboyant and hilariously sub-Nabokovian way with words.
Mimi 's Ghost (1995) has, however, Morris, an altogether livelier protagonist of the same type, who seems at first to be a Ripley-esque psychopath (NB: Parks's website suggests that Jude Law is in line to play Morris in the movie), or a Jamesian would-be exploiter-expatriate, but turns out to be more like Humbert Humbert, the rueful comedian as clumsily ineffective serial killer.
